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The little Sambar is back on the road! 🙌 Took 6 months and cost thousands of dollars in parts from Japan, but it’s driving and it’s awesome. Also sitting on Greddy lowering springs here. I have more things to do like some cool wheels (hope they fit 😬) and little cosmetic things, but it’s so silly and fun to have this thing. I love it
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A quick review of the OE Kent-Moore EJ20/EJ25 cam holder took versus the KTC replica. 

.

Overall they are very similar, KTC is very slightly thinner metal but also a softer alloy which is more prone to bending under the ridiculous stress the cam bolts can’t be under.

.

The big difference though (see last photo) is the holder face which has a much nicer edge to grab the cam gear and better overall shape profile and fit.

.

I guess that’s why the KTC is $70 and the Kent-Moore is $400

.
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